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In this paper, we study 16 communication primitives, arising from the combination of four
useful programming features: synchronism (synchronous vs asynchronousprimitives), arity
(monadic vspolyadicdata), communicationmedium (messagepassingvs shareddataspaces)
and pattern-matching. Some of these primitives have already been used in at least one
language which has appeared in the literature; however, to reason uniformly on such
primitives, we plug them into a common framework based on the π . By means of possibil-
ity/impossibility of ‘reasonable’ encodings, we compare every pair of primitives to obtain
a hierarchy of languages based on their relative expressive power.
© 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In the last 25 years, several languages and formalisms for distributed and concurrent systems have appeared in the
literature. Some of them (e.g., CCS [28] and the π-calculus [45]) are mostly mathematical models, mainly used to rigorously
reason on concurrent systems; other ones (e.g., Linda [22]) are closer to actual programming languages and are mainly
focused on issues like usability and ﬂexibility. As a consequence, the former ones are usually minimal, whereas the latter
ones provide more sophisticated and powerful programming constructs.
Despite their differences, there are, however, some basic features that are implemented to some extent in all these
languages. Roughly speaking, these features can be described as the possibility of having different execution threads (or
processes) that run concurrently by interacting via some form of communication. At least at a ﬁrst glance, the last feature
(i.e., inter-process communication) has yielded the highest variety of proposals. These arose from the possibility of having
synchronous/asynchronous primitives, monadic/polyadic data, ﬁrst-order/higher-order values, dataspace-based/channel-
based communicationmedia, local/remote exchanges (whenever processes are explicitly distributed, like in [14,17]), built-in
pattern-matchingmechanisms, point-to-point/broadcasting primitives, and so on. The aim of thiswork is to rigorously study
some of these proposals and to organize them in a clear hierarchy, based on their expressive power. Hopefully, our results
should help to understand the peculiarities of every communication primitive and, as a consequence, they could be exploited
to choose the ‘right’ primitive when designing new languages and formalisms.
Among the features mentioned above, we focus on synchronism, arity of data, communication medium and possibility of
pattern-matching. The expressiveness of the omitted features has been already dealt with elsewhere [17,19,43]; we leave as
futurework the integrationof these results inour framework.Notice thatwestudiedpattern-matchingbecause it is nowadays
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becoming more and more important, especially in languages that deal with complex data like XML [1,6,15]. However, for
the sake of simplicity, we consider here a very basic form of pattern-matching, that only checks for name equality while
retrieving a datum; the rigorous study of more ﬂexible and powerful mechanisms (e.g., those in [18]) is left for future work.
By combining the four features chosen, we obtain 16 communication primitives, some of which have already been used
elsewhere, e.g., in [5,14,15,17,22,26,30]. However, to reason uniformly on such primitives, we plug them in a common frame-
work based on the π-calculus; we choose the π-calculus because nowadays it is one of the best-established workbenches
for theoretical reasoning on concurrent systems.
1.1. Assessing language expressiveness
Several techniques can be exploited to study the expressive power of a programming language; of course, different
techniques have different merits and yield different results. A possible approach is based on the absolute expressive power
of a language and it consists in studying which problems can be solved in the language. For example, if one is interested
in the computational power of a language, the natural problem is the implementability of any Turing complete formalism;
however, since most languages allow such an implementation, this problem is not adequate to compare different languages.
In particular, all the languages we are going to consider are Turing complete (it is easy to encode the Turing complete
language L0 from [9] into the bottom element of our hierarchy). Thus, the crucial aspect of this approach is the identiﬁca-
tion of more sophisticated problems that can be solved in a language under some conditions that cannot be met by any
solution in another language. For example, in [13,35] several variants of the π-calculus have been compared by showing a
problem (namely, leader election in [35] and matching systems in [13]) that can be solved in one variant and not in another
one.
However, the identiﬁcation of a problem solvable in a language but not in another one is usually very difﬁcult. Thus,
another interesting approach to comparing two languages L1 and L2 consists in studying their relative expressive power, by
trying to encode one in the other and studying the properties of the encoding function. This is the approach we shall
follow in this paper and it is very appealing for at least two reasons. Firstly, it is a natural way to show how the key
features of a language can be rendered in the other one, or why this is not possible. Secondly, it would allow us to
also carry out quantitative measures of language expressiveness: we could consider aspects like the size and the com-
plexity of the encoding of a term with respect to the source term and, consequently, quantitatively assess the encoding
proposed.
Of course, the encoding function must preserve the ‘essence’ of the translated term, i.e., to be meaningful an encoding
should not change the functionalities and the behaviours of source terms. This requirement can be formalized in different
ways (see [34,37] for a good discussion). A ﬁrst possibility (usually called semantical equivalence) is to ﬁx an equivalence,
say ∼, and require that the encoding maps every source term into a ∼-equivalent target term. The main problem behind
this property is that it can only be investigated when the considered languages are very similar, i.e., whenever they share
some notion of equivalence. This property can be weakened by choosing an abstract semantic theory S and considering the
equivalences generated by S in L1 and L2, say ∼S1 and ∼S2 . Then, the so called full abstraction property requires that the
encoding respects S , i.e., it maps ∼S
1
-equivalent terms into ∼S
2
-equivalent terms and vice versa.
Semantical equivalence and full abstraction are both deﬁned with respect to a ﬁxed notion of equivalence (viz., ∼ or S).
In concurrency, we have an incredibly wide range of equivalences; thus, ﬁxing one or another is highly debatable. Moreover,
full abstraction is mostly focused on the discriminating power of the equivalences; this can be useful, e.g., if one uses the
encoding to exploit powerful proof-techniques for∼S
2
to prove∼S
1
-equivalences, but it is not deeply related to expressiveness
issues.
Indeed, if one is interested in comparing what different languages can implement, we think that it is more natural to ﬁx a
set of ‘reasonable’ properties that every encoding should satisfy; in this way, we can prove that L1 is strictly more powerful
thanL2 by showing thatL1 can reasonably encodeL2, whereas no such encoding ofL1 inL2 exists. This is awell-established
approach toproving impossibility results in concurrency theory [12,13,16,19,35,39,46,49], thoughno commonagreement has
yet been reached on which properties make an encoding ‘reasonable’ [33]. Moreover, the requirements identiﬁed for every
impossibility result are intentionally minimal, in the sense that each requirement is strictly needed to prove the result. This
makes the impossibility result very strong and informative, but makes the requirements not suitable for properly evaluating
encodability results.
For this reason,we identify a set of criteria suitable for bothencodability and impossibility results, byﬁndinga compromise
between ‘minimality’ (typical of impossibility results) and ‘maximality’ (typical of encodability results, where one wants to
show that the encoding satisﬁes as many properties as possible). In particular, we require that a reasonable encoding is
compositional (i.e., the encoding of a compound term is deﬁned by combining the encoding of its sub-terms) and name
invariant (i.e., it translates source terms that only differ in their names into target terms with the same property). Moreover,
it must preserve and reﬂect divergence and the possibility of interacting with an external observer. Finally, it must be
operationally corresponding, in the sense that source and target computations must correspond. Notice that formulations
of all these requirements have already appeared in the literature when developing encodings or proving impossibility
results. However, to the best of our knowledge, they have never been grouped together to uniformly build up a hierarchy of
languages.
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1.2. Main contributions
A ﬁrst contribution of this paper is the deﬁnition of a set of criteria that allows both the evaluation of encodings and of
proving impossibility results; moreover, the proof-technique developed for our impossibility results is new, relatively simple
and usable in frameworks different from the present one. A second contribution consists in giving a number of statements
on communication primitives; some of them are common sense, but here we can rigorously state and prove them; some
other ones are more surprising and, to the best of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst work that points them out. We now brieﬂy
sum up the ones which, in our opinion, are the most important achievements (for a full picture, see Fig. 1 in Section 3).
1. Our results show that the communication paradigm underlying Linda [22] (asynchronous, polyadic, dataspace-based
and with pattern-matching) is at the top of the hierarchy; not incidentally, Linda’s paradigm has been used in actual
programming languages [3,20]. On the opposite extreme, we have the communication paradigm used in Mobile Am-
bients [14] (asynchronous, monadic, dataspace-based but without pattern-matching); such a paradigm is very simple
but also very poor and, not incidentally, the expressive power of Mobile Ambients mostly arises from the mobility
primitives [10]. Strictly in the middle, we ﬁnd the π-calculus (channel-based and without pattern-matching), in its
synchronous/asynchronous and monadic/polyadic versions. This result stresses the fact that the π-calculus is a good
compromise between expressiveness and simplicity.
2. As a further contribution, we prove that the untyped polyadic π-calculus is strictly more expressive than the monadic
one; thus, the introduction of types in the polyadic π-calculus reduces its expressive power. A posteriori, this fact justiﬁes
the use of type-systems [29,42,47,48] to obtain a fragment of the polyadic π-calculus that can be reasonably translated
in the monadic π-calculus.
3. We also discuss the interplay between synchrony and channels: in particular, we show that, when communications
exploit channels (or features that can encode them), the impact of synchrony is irrelevant, in the sense that synchronous
primitives can be reasonably encoded via their asynchronous counterpart. This result allows us to freely implement the
primitives asynchronously, that usually poses fewer implementation problems.
4. Our results show that, among the four features studied (synchrony, polyadicity, channels and patternmatching), themost
powerful one is the use of channels: by exploiting only (possibly restricted) channels, we can encode every other feature
in isolation. This result further supports the choice of the asynchronous π-calculus as the reference calculus for mobility:
it is ‘small’, quite powerful and easily implementable [40].
5. Finally, we also show that the introduction of pattern-matching always increases the expressive power of a language.
Indeed, a language with pattern-matching can always atomically check more names than the corresponding language
without pattern-matching; as already pointed out in [13], the possibility of checking more names cannot be rendered
without changing the behaviour of the term (more speciﬁcally, without introducing divergence).
Of course, all our results strongly rely on the reasonableness criteria mentioned above. By changing the set of criteria,
also the lattice of languages is likely to change. However, we believe that our results are meaningful because we think that
our criteria are natural and acceptable. It has also to be said that our investigation is not the ﬁrst one that compares different
forms of communication in the π-calculus: almost every variant present in the literature comes equippedwith a comparison
against the original formulation of [30]. The problem is that (almost) every paper assumes a different criterion for evaluating
its results. For example, in [29] the encoding of the polyadic π-calculus in its monadic version is given by only arguing on
its correctness; in [42,48] it has been shown that such an encoding enjoys full abstraction with respect to typed barbed
congruence. Similarly, in [5,26] there are encodings of the synchronous in the asynchronous π-calculus. The former one
is proved correct by showing a full abstraction result with respect to some notion of weak bisimulation. The second one
is proved correct by showing an adequacy result with respect to a Morris-like equivalence; moreover, such result is also
proved sound with respect to weak barbed congruence, may testing and fair testing restricted to encoded contexts [11] and
with respect to typed barbed congruence [41]. However, [12] proves that there exists no compositional and must preserving
encoding of the synchronous in the asynchronous π-calculus. This fact emphasizes the difﬁculties behind the choice of the
equivalence when trying to establish full abstraction properties.
1.3. Overview of the paper
In Section 2, we present the family of 16 concurrent languages arising from the combination of the four features studied.
In Section 3, we present the criteria that, in our opinion, an encoding should satisfy to be a reasonable means for language
comparison; there, we also sum up in detail the results of the paper, that are proved in Sections 4 and 5. For the sake of
presentation, we start in Section 4 by restricting our study to synchronous communication primitives; then, in Section 5, we
include in the resulting hierarchy also the asynchronous versions of these primitives. Section 6 concludes the paper by also
touching upon related work.
This paper merges together the results contained in [23,24] to obtain a full hierarchy of the 16 languages studied. With
respect to [23],we improve someof theencodings andwealso consider synchronousprimitives;with respect to [24],weplace
in the right place of the hierarchy the synchronous primitives and rectify some wrong results. In both cases, we give more
details on some technical proofs and consider more liberal encodability criteria (that strengthen our impossibility results).
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For the sake of uniformity, we formulate both the encodability and the impossibility results in terms of reasonableness. Full
abstraction results are only hinted at here; some of them are rigorously proved in [24].
2. A family of process calculi
Wenowdeﬁne the syntax, the operational and the behavioural semantics of our calculi. In doing this,we shall strongly rely
on well-known notions developed for the π-calculus, our reference framework, and simply adapt them (whenever needed)
to cope with the different features of our languages.
2.1. Syntax
We assume a countable set of names, N , ranged over by a,b,x,y,n,m, · · ·. Notationally, when a name is used as a channel,
we shall prefer letters a,b,c, · · ·; when a name is used as an input variable, we shall prefer letters x,y,z, · · ·; to denote a generic
name, we shall use letters n,m, · · ·. The (parametric) syntax of our languages is
P,Q ,R ::= 0 ∣∣OutProc ∣∣IN.P ∣∣(νn)P ∣∣P|Q ∣∣if n = m then P else Q ∣∣*P
The different languages will be obtained by plugging into this basic syntax a proper deﬁnition for input preﬁxes (IN) and
output processes (OutProc). As usual, P|Q denotes the parallel composition of processes; (νn)P restricts to P the visibility
of n; ﬁnally, if n = m then P else Q and *P are the standard constructs for conditional evolution and process replication.
Notationally, if n = m then P denotes a conditional construct with a terminated else-branch; moreover, trailing occurrences
of 0 will be systematically omitted. We have intentionally chosen a very simple form of recursive construct, i.e., process
replication; more sophisticated constructs can be exploited without changing our results (that do not crucially rely on this
aspect).
In this paper, we study the possible combinations of four features for communications: synchronism (synchronous vs
asynchronous communication primitives), arity (monadic vs polyadic data), communication medium (channels vs shared
dataspaces) and pattern-matching. As a result, we have a family of 16 languages, denoted as s,a,m,p, whose generic element
is denoted as Lβ1β2β3β4 , where
• β1 = s, if we have synchronous communications, and β1 = a, otherwise;
• β2 = p, if we have polyadic data, and β2 = m, otherwise;
• β3 = c, if we have channel-based communications, and β3 = d, otherwise;
• β4 = pm, if we have pattern-matching, and β4 = no, otherwise.
Thus, the full syntax of every language is obtained from the following productions:
La_ _ _ : OutProc ::= OUT
Ls_ _ _ : OutProc ::= OUT .P
L_,m,d,no : P,Q ,R ::= . . . IN ::= (x) OUT ::= 〈b〉
L_,m,d,pm : P,Q ,R ::= . . . IN ::= (T) OUT ::= 〈b〉
L_,m,c,no : P,Q ,R ::= . . . IN ::= a(x) OUT ::= a〈b〉
L_,m,c,pm : P,Q ,R ::= . . . IN ::= a(T) OUT ::= a〈b〉
L_,p,d,no : P,Q ,R ::= . . . IN ::= (˜x) OUT ::= 〈˜b〉
L_,p,d,pm : P,Q ,R ::= . . . IN ::= (˜T) OUT ::= 〈˜b〉
L_,p,c,no : P,Q ,R ::= . . . IN ::= a(˜x) OUT ::= a〈˜b〉
L_,p,c,pm : P,Q ,R ::= . . . IN ::= a(˜T) OUT ::= a〈˜b〉
where
T ::= x ∣∣n (Template)
Here and in what follows, _˜ denotes a (possibly empty) sequence of elements of kind _ ; whenever useful, we shall write
a tuple _˜ as the sequence of its elements separated by a comma, or consider it just as a set. Templates of kind x are called
formal and can be instantiated by every name in a communication; templates of kind n are called actual and impose that
the datum received contains exactly name n.
As usual, a(. . . ,x, . . .).P and (νx)P bind x in P. The corresponding notions of free and bound names of a process, Fn(P) and
Bn(P), and of alpha-conversion, =α , are assumed. We let N(P) denote Fn(P) ∪ Bn(P).
Notice that L a,m,c,no, L a,p,c,no, L s,m,c,no, L s,p,c,no exploit the communication paradigm of the monadic/polyadic asyn-
chronous/synchronous π-calculus [5,26,29,30]; L a,p,d,pm relies on the communication paradigm adopted in Linda [22];
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L a,m,d,no and L a,p,d,no rely on the communication paradigm adopted in (monadic/polyadic) Mobile Ambients [14]; ﬁnally,
L a,p,c,pm relies on the communication paradigm adopted, e.g., in μKlaim [17] or in semantic-π [15].
Remark 2.1. s,a,m,p can be easily ordered; in particular, Lβ1β2β3β4 can be encoded in Lβ ′1β
′
2
β ′
3
β ′
4
if and only if, for every i ∈
{1,2,3,4}, it holds that βi  β ′i , where ‘’ is the least reﬂexive relation satisfying the following axioms:
a s m p d c no pm
As an extremal example, consider L a,m,d,no and L s,p,c,pm: asynchrony is a particular case of synchrony (all output preﬁxes
are followed by 0); monadic data are a particular case of polyadic data (all of length one); a shared dataspace can bemodeled
by letting all k-ary communications happen on the same ﬁxed channel (e.g., mnemonically named k); ﬁnally, absence of
pattern-matching can be obtained by only considering formal templates.
Remark 2.2. The polyadic versions of channel-based languages are usually typed to ensure that every channel always carries
data of the same length [29,40,42,45,47]. This choice is justiﬁed by the fact that channel-based interaction is similar to port-
based access to services and, usually, ports are accessed by respecting some predeﬁned message format; accessing a port by
using a wrong message format is clearly a programming error and should be avoided. Unless stated otherwise, from now on
we shall only consider well-typed L _,p,c ,_ processes (under any type system that ensures arity matching); thus, L _,p,c ,_ will
denote the set of all (and only) such processes.
2.2. Operational semantics
We shall give the operational semantics of the languages by means of a labeled transition system (LTS) describing the
actions a process can perform to evolve. This is just one of the possibilities developed in the last decades to describe the
operational semantics of a concurrent language; another successful style is via reductions [27,29].Moreover, there are several
possible formulations of a LTS (early vs late, including structural equivalence or not, ...) [36]. Here, the particular LTS we are
going to develop is the one that will allow us to carry out our proofs in the simplest possible way. All the results we are going
to present do not depend on this choice and can be rephrased under any ‘compatible’ operational semantics.
Judgments in the operational semantics take the form P
α−→ P′, meaning that P can become P′ upon exhibition of label α.
Labels take the form
α ::= τ ∣∣a?˜b ∣∣(νc˜)a!˜b ∣∣?˜b ∣∣(νc˜)!˜b
Traditionally, τ denotes an internal computation; a?˜b and (νc˜)a!˜b denote the reception/sending of a sequence of names
b˜ along channel a; similarly, in dataspace-based languages ?˜b and (νc˜)!˜b denote the withdrawal/emission of b˜ from/in the
shared dataspace. In (νc˜)a!˜b and (νc˜)!˜b, some of the sent names, viz. c˜ (⊆ b˜), are restricted. Notationally, (νc˜)_ !˜b stands for
either (νc˜)a!˜b or (νc˜)!˜b; similarly, _?˜b stands for either a?˜b or ?˜b. As usual, Bn((νc˜)_ !˜b)c˜; Fn(α) and N(α) are deﬁned
accordingly.
The LTS provides some rules shared by all the languages; the different semantics are obtained from the axioms for
input/output actions. The common rules, reported below, are an easy adaptation of an early-style LTS for the π-calculus;
thus, we do not comment on them and refer the interested reader to [30,36,45].
P
?˜b−−→ P′ Q !˜b−→ Q ′
P | Q τ−→ P′ | Q ′
P
a?˜b−−→ P′ Q a!˜b−−→ Q ′
P | Q τ−→ P′ | Q ′
P
(νc˜)_ !˜b−−−−−→ P′ n ∈ b˜ \ {_ ,˜c}
(νn)P
(νn,˜c)_ !˜b−−−−−−→ P′
P
α−→ P′ n 
∈ N(α)
(νn)P
α−→ (νn)P′
P ≡ P1 α−→ P2 ≡ P′
P
α−→ P′
P
α−→ P′ Bn(α) ∩ Fn(Q ) = ∅
P | Q α−→ P′ | Q
Structural equivalence, ≡, rearranges a process to let it evolve according to the rules of the LTS. Its deﬁning axioms are
the standard π-calculus ones:
P | 0 ≡ P P | Q ≡ Q | P P | (Q | R) ≡ (P | Q ) | R
if n = n then P else Q ≡ P if n = m then P else Q ≡ Q if n /= m
P ≡ P′ if P =α P′ (νn)0 ≡ 0 (νn)(νm)P ≡ (νm)(νn)P
P | (νn)Q ≡ (νn)(P |Q ) if n 
∈ Fn(P) *P ≡ P | *P
We are left with the key rules of every language, i.e., those for process actions. The rules for output actions in languages
L a,_,d,_ , L a,_,c,_ , L s,_,d,_ and L s,_,c,_ are, respectively
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〈˜b〉 !˜b−→ 0 a〈˜b〉 a!˜b−−→ 0 〈˜b〉.P !˜b−→ P a〈˜b〉.P a!˜b−−→ P
To deﬁne the semantics for the input actions, wemust specifywhen a templatematches a datum. Intuitively, this happens
whenever both have the same length and corresponding ﬁelds match: n matches n and x matches every name. This can
be formalized via a partial function, called pattern-matching and writtenMatch, that also returns a substitution σ ; the latter
will be applied to the process that performed the input to replace formal templates with the corresponding names of the
datum retrieved. These intuitions are formalized by the following rules:
Match( ; ) = 	 Match(n;n) = 	 Match(x;n) = {n/x}
Match(T; b) = σ1 Match(˜T; b˜) = σ2
Match(T ,˜T ; b,˜b) = σ1 unionmulti σ2
where ‘	’ denotes the empty substitution and ‘unionmulti’ denotes union of partial functions with disjoint domains. Now, the opera-
tional rules for input actions in languages L_,_,d,_ and L_,_,c,_ are
(˜T).P
?˜b−−→ Pσ
a(˜T).P
a?˜b−−→ Pσ
if Match(˜T ; b˜) = σ
Notation A substitution σ is a ﬁnite partial mapping of names for names; Pσ denotes the (capture avoiding) application of
σ to P. As usual, we let =⇒ stand for the reﬂexive and transitive closure of τ−→ , α=⇒ stand for =⇒ α−→=⇒ and τ−→k denote
a sequence of k τ-steps. We shall write P
α−→ to mean that there exists a process P′ such that P α−→ P′; a similar notation
is adopted for P =⇒ and P α=⇒ . Moreover, we let φ range over visible actions (i.e., labels different from τ ) and ρ range over
(possibly empty) sequences of visible actions. Formally, ρ ::= ε | φ · ρ, where ‘ε’ denotes the empty sequence of actions
and ‘·’ represents concatenation; then, N ε=⇒ is deﬁned as N =⇒ and N φ·ρ==⇒ is deﬁned as N φ=⇒ ρ=⇒ .
We conclude this part with a proposition that collects together some properties of the LTSs we have just deﬁned; the
proof of these results easily follows from the deﬁnition of the LTSs.
Proposition 2.1. The following facts hold:
1. if P ∈ L _ ,_ ,_ ,no and P
_?˜b−−−→ , then P _?˜c−−−→ for every c˜ of the same length as b˜;
2. if P
τ−→ P′ then P ≡ (νc˜)(P1 | P2) and P′ ≡ (νc˜)(P′1 | P′2), where either P1
?˜b−−→ P′
1
and P2
!˜b−→ P′
2
, or P1
a?˜b−−→ P′
1
and P2
a!˜b−−→ P′
2
;
3. if P ∈ L a ,_ ,_ ,_ and P (νc˜)
_ !˜b−−−−−→ α−→ P′, for c˜ ∩ N(α) = ∅, then P α−→ (νc˜)
_ !˜b−−−−−→ P′; moreover, if α = _?˜b, then P τ−→ (νc˜)P′.
2.3. Behavioural semantics
To conclude the presentation of the languages, we nowdeﬁne a very natural notion of equivalence that equates terms that
behave in the sameway. There are several possible notions of behaviour and, correspondingly, several possible equivalences.
Here, we present the most basic one, namely (strong) barbed congruence [31]; such an equivalence provides the minimum
abstraction level from the operational semantics of processes.
Intuitively, barbed congruence requires that, in any execution context, two equivalent processes offer the sameobservable
behaviouralongeverypossible computation. To formallydeﬁne this requirement,weneed toﬁx twonotions:what is a context
and what is observable in a process.
Deﬁnition 2.1 (Context). A context C[_] is a process with one occurrence of 0 replaced with the hole _ ; the hole can be ﬁlled
with any process P and the resulting process is denoted as C[P].
Deﬁnition 2.2 (Barbs). P offers the barb (νc˜)_ !˜b iff P (νc˜)
_ !˜b−−−−−→ .
Usually, in a π-calculus-based framework, observables (usually called barbs) are visible actions [31]; however, as argued
in [2,7], in an asynchronous setting only output actions are observable. Moreover, in π-calculus only the channel where
the output happens is relevant, since the argument can be checked by the execution context; however, this feature is not
straightforwardly adaptable to dataspace-based languages. So, to uniformly deﬁne equivalences in s,a,m,p, we consider as
a barb any (full-ﬂedged) output action; it is easy to prove that, in frameworks like the π-calculus (where weaker forms
of barb are usually assumed), the congruences resulting from these barbs and from more traditional barbs do coincide.
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Deﬁnition 2.3 (Barbed bisimulation and congruence). A symmetric relation  between processes is a barbed bisimulation if,
whenever (P,Q ) ∈ , it holds that
• every barb in P is also a barb in Q ; and
• if P τ−→ P′ then there exists a Q ′ such that Q τ−→ Q ′ and (P′,Q ′) ∈ .
Barbed bisimilarity, written
•, is the largest barbed bisimulation.
Two processes P and Q are barbed congruent, written P  Q , whenever C[P] • C[Q ], for every context C[_ ].
Proposition 2.2. Barbed congruence is an equivalence relation.
3. Quality of an encoding and overview of our results
3.1. Reasonable encodings
We now study the relative expressive power of the languages in s,a,m,p by trying to encode one in another. Formally,
an encoding [[ · ]] is a function mapping terms of the source language into terms of the target language. Associated to every
encoding, there is a renaming policy that establishes how names are translated. For example, it is possible that an encoding
ﬁxes some names to play a precise role (see, e.g., the simple encoding of dataspaces via channels described in Remark 2.1) or
it can translate a single name into a tuple of names (a sample of this kind of encoding will be given at the end of Section 5.1).
This fact can be obtained either by assuming that the target language has more names than the source one, or by relying on
renaming policies, that we now formally deﬁne.
Deﬁnition 3.1 (Renaming policy). Given an encoding [[ · ]], its underlying renaming policy is a function ϕ[[ ]] : N → N k , for
some constant k > 0, such that ∀a,b ∈ N with a /= b, it holds that ϕ[[ ]](a) ∩ ϕ[[ ]](b) = ∅ (where ϕ[[ ]](·) is simply considered a
set here).
The disjointness requirement we put on ϕ[[ ]] states that the renaming policy is, in some sense, ‘minimal’. Indeed, if two
different names are associated to non-disjoint tuples, then any pair of names should satisfy this property (names are all at
the same level); but then, the names present in every tuple can be considered ‘reserved’ and every name could be mapped
to a shorter tuple.
We now deﬁne reasonable encodings.
Deﬁnition 3.2 (Reasonable Encoding). An encoding [[ · ]] is reasonable if it enjoys the following properties:
1. Compositionality: for every unary operator op there exists a context Cop[_ ] such that, for every P, it holds that [[ op(P) ]]
Cop[[[ P ]]]; for every binary operator op there exists a two-holes context Cop[_ 1; _ 2] such that, for every P1 and P2, it holds
that [[ op(P1,P2) ]]Cop[[[ P1 ]]; [[ P2 ]]].
2. Name invariance: for every name substitution σ , it holds that [[ Pσ ]] = [[ P ]]σ ′, where σ ′ ordinately replaces ϕ[[ ]](a) with
ϕ[[ ]](b), for every a replaced with b in σ .
3. Faithfulness: P ⇓ iff [[ P ]] ⇓, where P ⇓ means that P α=⇒ , for any α /= τ ; P ⇑ iff [[ P ]] ⇑, where P ⇑ means that P τ−→ω .
4. Operational correspondence:
a) if P =⇒ P′ then [[ P ]] =⇒ [[ P′ ]];
b) if [[ P ]] =⇒ Q then there exists a P′ such that P =⇒ P′ and Q =⇒ [[ P′ ]].
Let us now brieﬂy discuss the properties just deﬁned. The encoding should be compositional, i.e., the encoding of a
compound process must be deﬁned by plugging the encoding of its components in a context that only depend on the
operator under translation; of course, we must generalize in the expected way the notion of context to deal with binary
operators of s,a,m,p. Notice that some form compositionality has been assumed for speciﬁc operators in [12,13,16,35,39]:
mainly, it is required that the parallel composition must be mapped homomorphically. By giving minimality up, here we
assume that every operator must be translated compositionally, since every concrete encoding satisﬁes this property.
Moreover, we do not assume any form of homomorphism, to strengthen our impossibility results; notice that this does
not undermine our encodability results, since we usually map language operators different from input and output preﬁxes
homomorphically.
A good encoding cannot depend on the particular names involved in the source process, sincewe are dealingwith a family
of name-passing languages; for this reason, we required name invariance, that is related to a similar property in [13,35,39].
Their formulation could be considered more liberal (because no constraint is posed on σ ′), but in practice our formulation
is just more detailed, since it fully describes the way in which σ ′ must be chosen.
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The idea behind faithfulness is that the encoding must not change the semantics of a source term, i.e., it must preserve
the observable behaviour of the term without introducing new behaviours. There are several ways to formalize this idea.
We decided to be quite liberal and consider only the possibility of interacting with an external observer and of having non-
terminating computations; similar notions can also be found, e.g., in [13,35,39,49]. Interaction is one of the key aspects in
concurrency theory; thus, mapping a process able (resp., unable) to interact with an observer into a process unable (resp.,
able) to do the same is clearly a radical change in the semantics of the process translated. Notice that our formulation of this
property is reallyminimal: it only tests the possibility of performing any visible action. This fact strengthens our impossibility
results, but our encodability results are not undermined by this choice: they would also enjoy properties expressed in terms
of more signiﬁcant observables, such as those in [2,7,31] (see [24]). Concerning divergence, one may argue that it does not
matter if it arises with negligible probability or in unfair computations. However, suppose that every encoding of L2 in L1
introduces some kind of divergence; this can be used as an evidence of the fact that the constructs of L1 are not powerful
enough to mimic the constructs of L2: to preserve all the functionalities of a terminating source term, every encoding has
to add further behaviours to the encoded term. Thus, L1 cannot be as expressive as L2. A similar property is crucial in [25]
to prove that the test_and_set primitive is strictly more expressive than read and write.
Finally, operational correspondence is traditionally not included among the criteria used to prove impossibility results,
whereas it is (almost) always present to prove soundness of encodings (see, e.g. [41,42,43,48]) or of implementations (see,
e.g. [21,38,44]). We decided to include it as a reasonableness criterion for two reasons: ﬁrst, we want to use reasonableness
also for encodability results; second, if (almost) every known encoding is designed to enjoy it, we pragmatically argue that
it is one of the properties that every encoding should satisfy to be acceptable.
On the formulation of operational correspondence. In Deﬁnition 3.2(4), we have adopted (a slight generalization of) the most
general formulation of operational correspondence put forward in [34]. One of the main advantages of deﬁning the latter
property up to strong barbed congruence is that such an equivalence allows us to get rid of dead code (possibly arising from
the encoding) by also keeping divergence into account. As we have argued, divergence is a key aspect when dealing with
expressiveness issues; thus, any equivalence (like weak barbed congruence) that equates a divergent and a non-divergent
process would not be appropriate in this setting.
Of course, our impossibility results would be stronger if operational correspondence were formulated up to a coarser
relation.However, all our impossibility results areprovedby relyingon the fact that operational correspondence is formulated
up to a τ-sensitive relation (where a relation  is τ-sensitivewhenever P  Q and Q τ−→ imply that P τ−→ ); indeed, we could
replace strong barbed congruence with any other such a relation (e.g., the expansion preorder [4]) without breaking our
proofs. On the contrary, we do not know how to prove such results without this assumption, though we strongly conjecture
that they all hold under any ‘meaningful’ behavioural relation.
It has to be said that all encodability resultswe are aware of (e.g. [21,38,41,42,43,44,48]) enjoy operational correspondence
up to a τ-sensitive relation; the only notable exceptions are the encodings of separate and of input-guarded choice π-calculus
into the asynchronous π-calculus [32,34]. We now sketch and discuss a different formulation of operational correspondence
that covers all the encodings we know. Since the need for ‘’ in Deﬁnition 3.2(4) is usually to get rid of dead processes left
by the encoding, we could deﬁne such a property as
(a) if P =⇒ P′ then [[ P ]] =⇒∝ [[ P′ ]];
(b) if [[ P ]] =⇒ Q then there exists a P′ such that P =⇒ P′ and Q =⇒∝ [[ P′ ]]
where
K ′ ∝ K whenever K ′ ≡ (νn˜)(K | H), for some H and n˜ such that (νn˜)H  0
and  is an arbitrary behavioural relation (in particular, notice that we do not need  be τ-sensitive). Under this formulation
of operational correspondence, we would have that all the best known encodings appearing in the literature (including
those in [32,34]) are deemed reasonable; moreover, all the impossibility proofs we are going to develop still hold, since ‘∝’
is τ-sensitive. However, the deﬁnition of ‘∝’ is ad hoc and so more debatable, even if it exactly captures the intuition that we
want to express via operational correspondence; for this reason, we prefer to work with the more standard formulation of
operational correspondence presented in Deﬁnition 3.2(4).
3.2. Technical preliminaries
One of themost critical things to prove in our encodability resultswill beDeﬁnition 3.2(4b) and that the encoding does not
introduce divergence. In several cases, we shall prove the following property that, as we now show, implies both Deﬁnition
3.2(4b) and divergence reﬂection:
If [[ P ]] τ−→ Q then there exists a P′ such that P τ−→ P′ and Q[[ P′ ]] (1)
Intuitively, Q[[ P′ ]] means that Q can only reduce to a process barbed congruent to [[ P′ ]]. Relation ‘’, that we call
conﬂuence, resembles the expansion preorder [4] and is formally deﬁned as follows:
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Deﬁnition 3.3 (Conﬂuence). We write PQ whenever there exist P0,P1, . . . ,Pk such that
• PP0 τ−→ P1 τ−→ . . . τ−→ Pk  Q ; and
• for every i = 0, . . . ,k − 1 it holds that Pi τ−→ P′ implies P′  Pi+1.
Lemma 3.1. If P  Q and QR, then PR.
Proof: Let QQ0 τ−→ . . . τ−→ Qk  R. Since P  Q , we can ﬁnd P0, . . . ,Pk such that PP0 τ−→ P1 τ−→ . . . τ−→ Pk and Pi  Qi, for
every i = 0, . . . ,k. The thesis follows by transitivity of . 
Lemma 3.2. Let PQ ; then, P ⇑ if and only if Q ⇑ .
Proof: Let PP0 τ−→ P1 τ−→ . . . τ−→ Pk  Q . If Q ⇑, then also Pk diverges (since  is sensitive to divergence) and, trivially, P ⇑.
Vice versa, let P ⇑, i.e., P τ−→ P′
1
τ−→ . . . τ−→ P′
k
τ−→ . . .. By deﬁnition, P′
i
 Pi, for every i = 1, . . . ,k; this implies that Pk and Q
diverge. 
Proposition 3.3. If [[ · ]] satisﬁes (1), then it does not introduce divergence and it satisﬁes Deﬁnition 3.2(4b).
Proof: Assume that [[ P ]] ⇑, i.e., [[ P ]] τ−→ Q τ−→ω; by (1), there exists a P τ−→ P′ such that Q[[ P′ ]]. By Lemma 3.2, [[ P′ ]] ⇑, i.e.,
[[ P′ ]] τ−→ Q ′ τ−→ω; again by (1), there exists a P′ τ−→ P′′ such that Q ′[[ P′′ ]]. By iterating this reasoning, we can build up a
divergent computation from P; thus, [[ · ]] does not introduce divergence.
We now prove that [[ · ]] satisﬁes the following property:
If [[ P ]] τ−→n Q , for n 1, then P τ−→+ P′ for some P′ such that Q[[ P′ ]] (2)
Then, (2) and Deﬁnition 3.3 imply Deﬁnition 3.2(4b). The proof of (2) is by induction on n. The base case is (1). For the
inductive case, let [[ P ]] τ−→n Q ′ τ−→ Q ; the inductive hypothesis states that P τ−→+ P′ andQ ′[[ P′ ]], i.e.,Q ′ τ−→k [[ P′ ]]. If k > 0,
then Q is barbed congruent to a process Q ′′[[ P′ ]]; by Lemma 3.1, Q[[ P′ ]]. If k = 0, then [[ P′ ]] τ−→ Q ′′ such that Q ′′  Q . By
(1), there exists a P′′ such that P′ τ−→ P′′ and Q ′′[[ P′′ ]]. By Lemma 3.1, Q[[ P′′ ]], for P τ−→+ P′′; this sufﬁces to conclude. 
To prove our impossibility results, we shall exploit the following property of any reasonable encoding.
Proposition 3.4. Let P be a process such that P
τ−→/ but [[ P ]] τ−→ ; then, [[ · ]] is not reasonable.
Proof: By contradiction. Since [[ · ]] is reasonable, it is operationally corresponding. Then, [[ P ]] τ−→ Q implies that P =⇒ P′, for
some P′ such that Q =⇒ [[ P′ ]]. But the only P′ such that P =⇒ P′ is P itself; thus, [[ P ]] τ−→+ [[ P ]] and this implies that [[ P ]]
diverges. 
The previous proposition shows that our notion of reasonableness implies promptness of our encodings, as deﬁned in [34].
This is due to the fact that we have formulated operational correspondence up to a τ-sensitive relation, viz. strong barbed
congruence. Indeed, if ‘’ were not τ-sensitive, then [[ P ]] τ−→+ [[ P ]]would not imply that [[ P ]] diverges. Nevertheless, given
any non-prompt but conﬂuent encoding (i.e., where the preliminary ‘administrative’ τ-actions form a conﬂuent reduction,
as deﬁned in Deﬁnition 3.3), we can easily deﬁne a corresponding prompt encoding. Thus, if we prove the impossibility for
a prompt encoding of L1 into L2, we can also conclude the impossibility for a non-prompt but conﬂuent encoding. On the
contrary, our proofs donot formally state anything about existence/non-existence of encodings that are bothnon-prompt and
non-conﬂuent. We strongly conjecture that all the impossibility results we are going to prove hold also for such encodings,
but we have still not been able to prove them.
A simple corollary of the previous result that we shall extensively exploit in our proofs is the following proposition, that
regulates the possible evolutions of the encoding of a compound parallel process.
Proposition 3.5. Let [[ · ]] be reasonable, P1 τ−→/ and P2 τ−→/ ; then [[ P1 | P2 ]] τ−→ is possible only if [[ P1 ]] and [[ P2 ]] communicate.
Proof: By compositionality, [[ P1 | P2 ]] = C | [[[ P1 ]]; [[ P2 ]]]; then, [[ P1 | P2 ]] τ−→ can be generated only in four ways:
1. either by [[ Pi ]], for i ∈ {1,2};
2. or by C | [_ 1; _ 2];
3. or by a communication between C | [_ 1; _ 2] and [[ Pi ]], for i ∈ {1,2};
4. or by a communication between [[ P1 ]] and [[ P2 ]].
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Fig. 1. Overview of the results.
We now prove that only the last possibility does not lead to a contradiction; this sufﬁces to conclude. The ﬁrst possibility
is directly ruled out by Proposition 3.4; the second possibility is ruled out by the fact that otherwise [[0 | 0 ]] would reduce
(and, again by Proposition 3.4, [[ · ]] would not be reasonable); similarly, the third possibility is ruled out by that fact that
otherwise either [[ P1 | 0 ]] or [[0 | P2 ]] would reduce, according to whether i = 1 or i = 2. 
3.3. Overview of the results and structure of our proofs
The results of our paper are summarized in Fig. 1. There, wewriteL1 ↔ L2 wheneverL1 can be reasonably encoded inL2
and vice versa. On the contrary, wewriteL2 → L1 wheneverL2 can be reasonably encoded inL1 but not vice versa.We shall
say that L1 and L2 have the same expressive power if L1 ↔ · · · ↔ L2; similarly, we shall say that L1 is (strictly) more expressive
than L2 if L2  · · ·  →  · · ·  L1, for  ∈ {↔ , →}. We shall say that L1 and L2 are incomparable if neither L1 and L2 have
the same expressive power, nor one is more expressive than the other. Finally, the dashed arrow placed between L s,m,d,pm
and L s,m,c,no denotes existence of an ‘almost’ reasonable encoding of the former in the latter; indeed, the encoding we are
going to present does not satisfy operational correspondence as formulated in Deﬁnition 3.2, but a slightly weaker form,
akin to the one satisﬁed by the encodings in [32,34]. We have not been able to deﬁne a reasonable encoding (as deﬁned in
Deﬁnition 3.2) nor to prove the impossibility of such a result.
For impossibility results, we shall work by contradiction and prove that existence of a reasonable encoding [[ · ]] leads
to contradict some reasonableness property, usually Proposition 3.4 or divergence reﬂection. In particular, we shall ﬁnd a
non-evolving (or terminating) source process whose encoding turns out to be evolving (or divergent). This way of working
is somehow similar to [12,16,49] but different from [13,35,39], where non-encodability is proved as a corollary of the fact
that the source language can solve a problem that the target cannot solve.
For encodability results, we shall recall Remark 2.1 whenever the encoding is trivial. Otherwise, we shall present an
encoding by only describing the translation of the key operators, usually input and output preﬁxes; the remaining operators
will be translated homomorphically (this trivially satisﬁes Deﬁnition 3.2(1)). Then,we are going to explicitly prove only some
of the reasonableness conditions, usually that the encoding does not introduce divergence and Deﬁnition 3.2(4b). Deﬁnition
3.2(2) and the ﬁrst part of Deﬁnition 3.2(3) hold by construction of the encoding. Deﬁnition 3.2(4a) can be routinely proved
by a double induction: the ﬁrst one is over the number of τ-steps in the =⇒ of the premise; the second one is used to prove
the claim
if P
τ−→ P′ then [[ P ]] τ=⇒  [[ P′ ]] (3)
and it is carried out over the shortest inference for
τ−→ . Finally, preservation of divergence is a trivial consequence
of (3).
4. On the relative expressive power of synchronous communication primitives
In this section, for the sake of presentation, we ﬁrst restrict our attention to synchronous communication primitives and
rigorously prove the relationships depicted in Fig. 2.
L s,p,c,pm and L s,p,d,pm have the same expressive power
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Fig. 2. The hierarchy of synchronous communication primitives.
To prove this claim, it sufﬁces to prove that L s,p,c,pm canbe reasonably encoded in L s,p,d,pm, since the latter canbe encoded
in the former (see Remark 2.1). The only feature of L s,p,c,pm not present in L s,p,d,pm is the possibility of specifying the name
of a channel where the exchange happens. However, thanks to polyadicity and pattern-matching, this feature can be very
easily encoded in L s,p,d,pm: it sufﬁces to impose that the ﬁrst name of every datum represents the name of the channelwhere
the interaction is scheduled and that every input argument starts with the corresponding actual template. This discipline is
rendered by the following encoding:
[[ a〈˜b〉.P ]] 〈a,˜b〉.[[ P ]] [[ a(˜T).P ]] (a,˜T).[[ P ]]
It is interesting to notice that this discipline is assumed in the original presentation of Linda [22].
Proposition 4.1. There exists a reasonable encoding of L s,p,c,pm into L s,p,d,pm.
Proof: For the encoding we have presented, Deﬁnition 3.2(4b) can be proved in the following formulation (that strengthens
(1)): if [[ P ]] τ−→ Q , then Q = [[ P′ ]] for some P′ such that P τ−→ P′. This result1 is proved by an easy induction over the shortest
inference for
τ−→ and it entails that the encoding cannot introduce divergence. The remaining reasonableness requirements
are routinely proved. 
L s,p,c,pm is more expressive than L s,m,c,pm
To prove this claim, it sufﬁces to prove that there exists no reasonable encoding of L s,p,c,pm in L s,m,c,pm, since the latter
is a sub-language of the former.
Theorem 4.2. There exists no reasonable encoding of L s,p,c,pm in L s,m,c,pm.
Proof:Assume that [[ · ]] is reasonable and consider the process a(b,c) | a〈b,c〉, for a, b and c pairwise distinct; such a process
evolves into0. Byoperational correspondenceand faithfulness, [[ a(b,c) |a〈b,c〉 ]] τ=⇒ [[0 ]]. ByProposition3.5, [[ a(b,c) ]]
and [[ a〈b,c〉 ]] must communicate; thus, we have that [[ a(b,c) ]] n?m−−−→ and [[ a〈b,c〉 ]] (νm˜)n!m−−−−−→ (or vice versa—and this case
is handled similarly), for some n, m˜ andm.
If the input of [[ a(b,c) ]] has been generated by relying on a formal template, then [[ a(b,c) ]] n?l−−→ , for every l. Hence,
[[ a(b,c) | a〈c,b〉 ]] τ−→ , if n 
∈ ϕ[[ ]](b) ∪ ϕ[[ ]](c); else, [[ a(b,c) | b〈a,c〉 ]] τ−→ , if n ∈ ϕ[[ ]](c), and [[ a(b,c) | c〈b,a〉 ]] τ−→ ,
otherwise. So, assume that the input of [[ a(b,c) ]] relies on an actual template (thus, m˜ must be ∅); we then consider the
following possibilities for n andm:
1. {n,m} ∩ ϕ[[ ]](c) = ∅: letd /= c andϕ[[ ]](d) ∩ {n,m} = ∅. Then, consider thepermutation that swaps c andd; thus, [[ a〈b,d〉 ]] n!m−−→
and [[ a(b,c) | a〈b,d〉 ]] τ−→ .
2. n ∈ ϕ[[ ]](c), m 
∈ ϕ[[ ]](b): let d /= b and ϕ[[ ]](d) ∩ {n,m} = ∅. Now, consider the permutation that swaps b and d; like before,
[[ a(b,c) |a〈d,c〉 ]] τ−→ .
3. n ∈ ϕ[[ ]](c),m ∈ ϕ[[ ]](b): let d /= a and ϕ[[ ]](d) ∩ {n,m} = ∅. Consider the permutation that swaps a and d, and conclude that
[[ a(b,c) |d〈b,c〉 ]] τ−→ .
4. m ∈ ϕ[[ ]](c), n 
∈ ϕ[[ ]](b): like case 2.
5. m ∈ ϕ[[ ]](c), n ∈ ϕ[[ ]](b): like case 3.
1 Such a formulation of Deﬁnition 3.2(4b) would also enable us to prove full abstraction with respect to strong barbed congruence.
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In all these cases, we have that [[ · ]] is not reasonable because of Proposition 3.4. 
L s,m,c,pm is more expressive than L s,m,c,no.
To prove this claim, it sufﬁces to prove that there exists no reasonable encoding of L s,m,c,pm in L s,m,c,no, since the latter
is a sub-language of the former.
Theorem 4.3. There exists no reasonable encoding of L s,m,c,pm in L s,m,c,no.
Proof:Consider the process [[ a(b) | a〈b〉 ]], for a /= b. Like in Theorem4.2, itmust be that [[ a(b) ]] n?m−−−→ and [[ a〈b〉 ]] (νm˜)n!m−−−−−→
(or vice versa, that is handled similarly), for some n, m˜ andm; by Proposition 2.1(1), this fact implies that [[ a(b) ]] n?l−−→, for
every l.
If n 
∈ ϕ[[ ]](b), then choose any c /= b such that n 
∈ ϕ[[ ]](c) and the permutation of names that swaps b and c; by name
invariance, it holds that [[ a〈c〉 ]] (νm˜′)n!m
′
−−−−−−→, wherem′ and m˜′ are the renamings ofm and m˜. Then, [[ a(b) | a〈c〉 ]] τ−→ , whereas
a(b) | a〈c〉 τ−→/ . By Proposition 3.4, [[ · ]] is not reasonable.
If n ∈ ϕ[[ ]](b), then choose c /= a such that n 
∈ ϕ[[ ]](c), the permutation of names that swaps a and c, and work like before,
with process [[ a(b) | c〈b〉 ]]. 
L s,p,c,no and L s,m,c,no have the same expressive power
Clearly, L s,m,c,no is a sub-language of L s,p,c,no and can be reasonably encoded in it. Also the converse holds, by exploiting,
e.g., Milner’s encoding of polyadic communications in monadic ones (see [29]). Notice that, for the latter encoding, it is
crucial that L s,p,c,no is typed. Without this assumption we can break reasonableness, as shown below.
Theorem 4.4. There exists no reasonable encoding of the untyped L s,p,c,no in L s,m,c,no.
Proof:Consider theprocess a(x,y) | a〈b,c〉; again, [[ a〈b,c〉 ]] (νd˜)n!d−−−−−→ and [[ a(x,y) ]] n?d−−→ (or vice versa, that is handled similarly),
for some n, d and d˜. We consider the following sub-cases:
1. If n 
∈ ϕ[[ ]](a), choose e /= a with n 
∈ ϕ[[ ]](e); by name invariance, [[ e〈b,c〉 ]] (νd˜
′)n!d′−−−−−→ and [[ a(x,y) | e〈b,c〉 ]] τ−→ , whereas
a(x,y) | e〈b,c〉 τ−→/ .
2. If n ∈ ϕ[[ ]](a), consider a(x,y,z) | a〈b,c,c〉; like before, [[ a〈b,c,c〉 ]] (νe˜
′)m!e−−−−−→ and [[ a(x,y,z) ]] m?e−−−→ . Now,
a) ifm 
∈ ϕ[[ ]](a), we work like in case 1 above;
b) ifm = n, we have that [[ a(x,y) | a〈b,c,c〉 ]] τ−→ ;
c) otherwise, sequentially consider a(x1, . . . ,xh) | a〈b1, . . . ,bh〉, for h > 3, until either [[ a〈b1, . . . ,bh〉 ]] outputs on a namenot
in ϕ[[ ]](a) or it outputs on a name already used by a [[ a〈b1, . . . ,bh′ 〉 ]], for h′ < h (this surely happens since ϕ[[ ]] associates
to every name a k-tuple of names, for k ﬁxed). In the ﬁrst case, we fall in a situation similar to 2(a); in the second case,
we fall in a situation similar to 2(b). 
L s,m,c,no is more expressive than L s,m,d,pm
To prove this result, we should show that L s,m,d,pm can be reasonably encoded in L s,m,c,no and prove that the converse
cannot hold. We start with the second task.
Theorem 4.5. There exists no reasonable encoding of L s,m,c,no in L s,m,d,pm.
Proof: By contradiction, assume that there exists a reasonable encoding [[ · ]]. Let a, b, c and d be pairwise distinct names,
let  denote a divergent process and deﬁne P  if x = d then . Operational correspondence and faithfulness imply
that [[ a(x).P | a〈b〉 ]] must perform at least one τ-step and reduce to (a process equivalent to) [[ P{b/x} ]]. Clearly, in such
a computation at least one name in ϕ[[ ]](b) must be transmitted, otherwise [[ a(x).P | a〈d〉 ]] would reduce to [[ P{b/x} ]].
To make the proof lighter, we shall assume that |ϕ[[ ]](·)| = 1 and let ϕ[[ ]](n) = n′, for every name n; the general case can
be obtained by adapting what follows to every component of ϕ[[ ]](b) transmitted in the computation leading
[[ a(x).P | a〈b〉 ]] to [[ P{b/x} ]].
By Proposition 3.5, it must be that [[ a(x).P ]] and [[ a〈d〉 ]] communicate; thus, since [[ · ]] is compositional, C | [_ 1; _ 2], the
contextused to compositionally translate theparallel compositionoperator,mustbe structurally equivalent to (ν˜r)(_ 1 | _ 2 | Pˆ),
thanks to Proposition 3.5. By exploiting Proposition 2.1(2), we have that [[ a(x).P ]] ρ1==⇒ R1 ?b
′−−→ R2 ρ2==⇒ R and [[ a〈b〉 ]] | Pˆ ρ1==⇒
R3
!b′−−→ R4 ρ2==⇒ R′, for b′ not occurring in ρ1, ?b′ generated by an input action with a formal template and (ν r˜ ,˜s1,˜s2)(R | R′) 
[[ P{b/x} ]], with s˜i = Bn(ρi) ∪ Bn(ρi) for i ∈ {1,2}. In particular, ρ2  φ1 · . . . · φk , for φi ∈ {?ni,(νn˜i)!ni}, and ρ2  φ1 · . . . · φk , for
φi = (νn˜i)!ni, if φi =?ni, and φi =?ni, otherwise.
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Let σ be the permutation that swaps awith c and bwith d. By name invariance, [[ c(x).Pσ ]] ρ
′
1==⇒ R1σ ′ ?d
′−−→ R2σ
ρ′
2==⇒ Rσ ′ and
[[ c〈d〉 ]] | Pˆ ρ
′
1==⇒ R3σ ′ !d
′−−→ R4σ
ρ′
2==⇒ R′σ ′, for ρ′
1
= ρ1σ ′ and ρ′2 = ρ2σ ′; here σ ′ denotes the permutation of names induced by
σ , as deﬁned in Deﬁnition 3.2(2) (in the simpliﬁed case where |ϕ[[ ]](·)| = 1, σ ′ only swaps a′ with c′ and b′ with d′). More
precisely, ρ′
2
 φ′
1
· . . . · φ′
k
and ρ′
2
 φ′
1
· . . . · φ′
k
, for φ′
i
 φiσ ′ and φ′i  φiσ ′.
Now, consider Q  (a(x).P | a〈b〉) | (c〈d〉 | c(x).Pσ); trivially, Q 
⇑ whereas, as we shall see, [[Q ]] ⇑. This yields the desired
contradiction. By compositionality, [[Q ]] is structurally equivalent to
(ν˜r)( (ν˜r)([[ a(x).P ]] | [[ a〈b〉 ]] | Pˆ) | (ν˜r)([[ c(x).Pσ ]] | ([[ c〈d〉 ]] | Pˆ) | Pˆ)
Then, consider
[[Q ]] =⇒ (ν˜r)((ν r˜ ,˜s1)(R1 | R3) | (ν r˜ ,˜s1)(R1σ ′ | R3σ ′) | Pˆ)
−→−→ (ν˜r)((ν r˜ ,˜s1)(R2{d′/b′} | R4) | (ν r˜ ,˜s1)((R2σ ′){b′/d′} | R4σ ′) | Pˆ)
where R1 received d
′ in place of b′ and R1σ ′ received b′ in place of d′ (this is possible since these inputs do not rely on
actual templates). Now, R2{d′/b′}
φ′′
1
·...·φ′′
k=====⇒ , where φ′′
i
φ′
i
{d′/b′}, and (R2σ){b′/d′}
φ′′
1
·...·φ′′
k=====⇒ , where φ′′
i
φ′
i
{b′/d′}. Finally, consider
the computation
(ν˜r)((ν r˜ ,˜s1)(R2{d′/b′} | R4) | (ν r˜ ,˜s1)((R2σ ′){b′/d′} | R4σ ′) | Pˆ)
=⇒ (ν˜r)((ν˜r ,˜s1,˜s2)(R{d′/b′} | R′{d′/b′}) | (ν˜r ,˜s1,˜s2)((Rσ ′){b′/d′} | (R′σ ′){b′/d′}) | Pˆ)
obtained by synchronizing
• φ′′
i
with φi and φ
′′
i
with φ′
i
, if b′ 
∈ N(φi) (and hence d′ 
∈ N(φ′i)), or
• φ′′
i
with φ′
i
and φ′′
i
with φi, otherwise.
Now, (ν r˜ ,˜s1,˜s2)((Rσ
′){b′/d′} | (R′σ ′){b′/d′}) ((ν r˜ ,˜s1,˜s2)(R | R′))({b′/d′} ◦ σ ′)  [[ P{b/x} ]]{b′/d′,b′/b′,a′/c′,c′/a′} = [[ if b = b then ]], that
is a divergent process. 
Let us now consider the possibility of reasonably encoding L s,m,d,pm in L s,m,c,no; this task is more problematic and,
indeed, we have still not been able to develop a reasonable encoding, nor to prove an impossibility result. We now present
two possible (but not fully satisfactory) encodings that should give a feeling of the encodability of L s,m,d,pm in L s,m,c,no.
If we had assumed non-deterministic choice in our languages, a reasonable encoding could have been obtained by
translating all the operators homomorphically, except for
• 〈b〉.P, that is translated into ether〈b〉.[[ P ]] + b〈b〉.[[ P ]];
• (x).P, that is translated into ether(x).[[ P ]]; and
• (b).P, that is translated into b(y).[[ P ]].
Here, ether is a reserved name and ‘+’ denotes non-deterministic choice between two processes. Intuitively, [[ 〈b〉.P ]] must
enable two different kinds of input: a ‘generic’ input, viz. (x).P, that receives b (via the channel ether, that models the shared
dataspace), and an ‘exact’ input, viz. (b).P, in which b is only used for testing purposes. This latter kind of interaction
can be naturally implemented via the channel-based communication of L s,m,c,no in which the exchanged datum is useless.
If we extend s,a,m,p with (guarded) choice, the encoding just described is reasonable (this is easy to prove, by exploiting
Proposition 3.3 and the fact that (νc)(c〈b〉 | c(x).P)P{b/x} holds in L s,m,c,no). However, non-deterministic choice in an
asynchronous setting is usually omitted; hence, for the sake of uniformity, we prefer to leave s,a,m,p without it.
Let us now try to adapt the philosophy underlying the encoding just described to a setting without non-deterministic
choice; to this aim, we shall exploit ideas from [32,34]. Let ether be a reserved name that can be isolated in the following
way: (1) linearly order the set of namesN as {n0,n1,n2, . . .}; (2) let ϕ[[ ]] map ni to ni+1, for every i; (3) the reserved name ether
is n0. For the sake of presentation, we shall not explicitly use this renaming policy in the presentation of the encoding, but
it implicitly holds. The encoding translates all the operators homomorphically, except for:
[[ 〈b〉.P ]]  (νc,d1,d2,g)( c〈b〉 | ether〈c,d1,d2,g〉
| b〈c,d1,d2,g〉 | g().[[ P ]]) for c,d1,d2,g fresh
[[ (x).P ]]  ether(y,z1,z2,w).( y(x).(z2〈〉 | w〈〉.[[ P ]])
| z1().[[ (x).P ]]) for y,z1,z2,w fresh
[[ (b).P ]]  b(y,z1,z2,w).(y(x).(z1〈〉 | w〈〉.[[ P ]]) | z2().[[ (b).P ]]) for x,y,z1,z2,w fresh
For the sake of presentation, we have used polyadic communications and recursive process deﬁnitions that, however, can
be easily implemented in L s,m,c,no. Intuitively, the output along c is used for choosing whether the encoding of an output
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interacts with the encoding of a formal or of an actual input; in the former case, the datum is used for replacing x with b; in
the latter case, the datum is useless. Channels d1 and d2 are used to properly activate a continuation process: if there is an
output available along d1, then a formal input has succeeded and any other actual input must be restored; the situation is
symmetric whenever there is an output along d2. Finally, channel g is used to unleash the continuation of the output process.
The problem of this encoding is that it does not enjoy operational correspondence as formulated in Deﬁnition 3.2. Indeed,
we have that (the case with an actual input is symmetric):
[[ 〈b〉 | (x) ]] =⇒ (νc,d1,d2,g)(d2〈〉 | b〈c,d1,d2,g〉 | d1().[[ (x) ]])R
and R is not barbed congruent to [[ 〈b〉 | (x) ]] nor to [[0 ]] (of course, a similar problem also arises in the converse direction of
operational correspondence, viz. Deﬁnition 3.2(4a)). However, R does not affect the behaviour of any encoded term. Indeed,
whenever put in parallel with [[ P ]], its presence is either transparent to [[ P ]] or, if R interacts with [[ P ]], then P evolves to a
process with a parallel component starting with (b); but in that case, R annihilates itself in two τ-steps and restores the
encoding of (b). It is worth noting that also the encodings of the separate and of the input-guarded choice π-calculus into
the asynchronous π-calculus [32,34] suffer from similar problems. For these reasons, we believe that the encoding we have
just presented testiﬁes to the fact that L s,m,d,pm can be encoded in L s,m,c,no (for this reason we put a dashed arrow from
the former to the latter in Figs. 1 and 2); however, a deﬁnitive answer to the possibility of reasonably encoding the former
in the latter is still missing.
L s,m,c,no is more expressive than L s,p,d,no
We start with a reasonable encoding of L s,p,d,no in L s,m,c,no. The only feature of L s,p,d,no is that it can check the arity of
a datum before retrieving it (see the deﬁnition of function Match). This, however, can be mimicked by the channel-based
communication of L s,m,c,no by assuming a reserved channel for every possible arity: a datum of arity k will be represented
as an output over channel k; an input of arity k will be represented as an input from k; a communication over k in L s,m,c,no
can happen if and only if pattern-matching succeeds in L s,p,d,no; ﬁnally, the exchanged datum is a restricted name that will
be used for the actual data exchange.
The encoding assumes that 0,1, . . . ,k, . . . are reserved names, that can be obtained as expected: (1) linearly order the set
of names N as {n0,n1,n2, . . .}; (2) let ϕ[[ ]] map ni to n2i+1, for every i; (3) the generic reserved name k is n2k .
[[ 〈b1, · · · ,bk〉.P ]]  (νn) k〈n〉.n〈b1〉.n〈b2〉. · · · .n〈bk〉.[[ P ]] for n fresh
[[ (x1, · · · ,xk).P ]]  k(x).x(x1).x(x2). · · · .x(xk).[[ P ]] for x fresh
Also here, for the sake of simplicity, the renaming policy is kept implicit in the presentation of the encoding.
Reasonablenessof thisencoding2 canbeeasilyproved,byexploitingProposition3.3andthe fact that (νc)(c〈b〉 | c(x).P)P{b/x}
holds in L s,m,c,no. We now have to prove that the converse is not possible.
Theorem 4.6. There exists no reasonable encoding of L s,m,c,no in L s,p,d,no.
Proof:We start with process a〈b〉 | a(x), for a /= b; it holds that [[ a〈b〉 ]] (νc˜′)!˜c−−−−→ and [[ a(x) ]] ?˜c−−→ (or vice versa, that is similar),
for some c˜′ and c˜. By name invariance, [[ b〈a〉 ]] (νd˜′)!˜d−−−−→ , where d˜ and d˜′ are obtained by ordinately swapping ϕ[[ ]](a) and ϕ[[ ]](b)
in c˜ and c˜′; thus, |˜d| = |˜c|. Now, by Proposition 2.1(1), [[ a(x) ]] ?˜d−−→ ; hence, [[ b〈a〉 | a(x) ]] τ−→ , whereas b〈a〉 | a(x) τ−→/ . This
sufﬁces to conclude. 
L s,m,d,pm and L s,p,d,no are incomparable
To prove this claim, we must show the impossibility of a reasonable encoding of L s,m,d,pm in L s,p,d,no and vice versa.
Theorem 4.7. There exists no reasonable encoding of L s,m,d,pm in L s,p,d,no.
Proof: Easily derivable from the proof of Theorem 4.6, by using process 〈a〉 | (a). 
Theorem 4.8. There exists no reasonable encoding of L s,p,d,no in L s,m,d,pm.
2 This encoding enjoys full abstractionwith respect to barbed congruence restricted to the translation of L s,m,c,no-contexts. This is quite an expectable
property because it states that contexts abiding by the protocol put forward by the encoding cannot distinguish the translation of equivalent source language
terms. Amore liberal property consists in deﬁning a type system that characterizes the contexts abiding by the protocol of the encoding and proving a typed
full abstraction result, in the same vein as, e.g. [41]; we believe that such a result holds for this encoding, though we have not spelled the details out.
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Fig. 3. The expressiveness of synchrony.
Proof: The proof is similar to that of Theorem 4.5. Assume that [[ · ]] is reasonable; consider the process P(x,y).if x =
a then if y = d then; choose c /= a and b /= d; consider the permutation of names σ swapping awith c and bwith d; ﬁnally,
show that Q(P | 〈a,b〉) | (Pσ | 〈c,d〉) is not divergent, whereas [[Q ]] ⇑. 
L s,m,d,pm and L s,p,d,no are more expressive than L s,m,d,no
Clearly, L s,m,d,no is a sub-language of both L s,m,d,pm and L s,p,d,no; of course, it can be reasonably encoded into them.
The converse does not hold, as proved in the following theorem.
Theorem 4.9. There exist no reasonable encodings of L s,m,d,pm and L s,p,d,no in L s,m,d,no.
Proof: Easy consequence of Theorems 4.7 and 4.8. 
5. Adding asynchronous communications
We now extend the hierarchy in Fig. 2 by adding asynchronous communication primitives. We start by considering those
languages in which synchrony does not play a crucial role (i.e., the asynchronous versions of the primitives have the same
expressive power as the synchronous ones). We then move to analyze those primitives in which the presence of synchrony
matters (i.e., the asynchronous versions of the primitives are less expressive than the synchronous ones). Finally, we give
some more results needed to properly place all the asynchronous primitives in the hierarchy.
Our results are summarized in Fig. 3. There, a → smeans that the asynchronous version of the primitive can be reasonably
encoded in its synchronous counterpart but not vice versa, whereas a ↔ s means that the two versions have the same
expressive power (i.e., one can be encoded in the other).
It is evident that channels are the only features that ensure reasonable encodings of synchrony in asynchrony: reserved
channels can be used for synchronization purposes. The only exception seems to be L s,p,d,pm, that can be reasonably encoded
in L a,p,d,pm: however, L a,p,d,pm can encode channels (since it is more expressive than L a,m,c,no). On the contrary, the
remaining dataspace-based languages are too weak to ensure any reasonable encoding: the problem is that there is no
way to associate a datum with the process that emitted it. The latter fact entails that those languages that exploit such
primitives (e.g., Mobile Ambients [14] or CCS [28]) cannot freely interchange their synchronous and asynchronous versions.
5.1. When synchrony does not matter
L s,p,c,pm and L a,p,c,pm have the same expressive power
Clearly, L a,p,c,pm can be seen as a sub-language of L s,p,c,pm, see Remark 2.1;we nowprove that L s,p,c,pm can be reasonably
encoded in L a,p,c,pm. It sufﬁces to let the ﬁrst name of every datum be a restricted channel used to unleash the continuation
of the output preﬁx; conversely, every template starts with a new variable over which an acknowledgment is sent upon
reception of the datum. This discipline is rendered by the following encoding:
[[ a〈˜b〉.P ]] (νc)(a〈c ,˜b〉 | c( ).[[ P ]]) for c fresh
[[ a(˜T).P ]] a(x,˜T).(x〈〉 | [[ P ]]) for x fresh
The proof of reasonableness3 relies on Proposition 3.3 and on the fact that in L a,p,c,pm it holds that (νc)(c〈〉 | c( ).P)P.
3 In [24], we proved full abstraction with respect to barbed congruence restricted to the translation of L s,p,c,pm-contexts; moreover, we conjecture that
such a result can be extended to full abstraction with respect to typed barbed congruence.
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L s,p,d,pm and L a,p,d,pm have the same expressive power
Again, L a,p,d,pm can be seen as a sub-language of L s,p,d,pm, see Remark 2.1; we now prove that L s,p,d,pm can be reasonably
encoded in L a,p,d,pm. Consider the following translation:
[[ 〈b1, . . . ,bk〉.P ]] (νc)(〈c,c,b1, . . . ,bk〉 | (c).[[ P ]]) for c fresh
[[ (T1, . . . ,Tk).P ]] (x,y,T1, . . . ,Tk).(〈x〉 | [[ P ]]) for x,y fresh
Intuitively, data of length one in a translated term are ‘auxiliary’ messages used as acknowledgments that activate the
continuation of an output action. The translation of output preﬁxes guarantees that ‘actual’ data in the source term are
translated to data whose length is at least two; this clear distinction ensures that no interference between an ‘actual’ data
exchange and an ‘auxiliary’ acknowledgment exchange can ever happen. Moreover, the fact that acknowledgments rely on
restricted names rules out interferences between them.
Also for this encoding, the proof of reasonableness4 relies on Proposition 3.3 and on the fact that in L a,p,d,pm it holds that
(νc)(〈c〉 | (c).P)P.
L s,p,c,no and L a,p,c,no have the same expressive power
This fact is an easy corollary of the encodability of L s,p,c,pm in L a,p,c,pm: it sufﬁces to restrict both the domain and the
range of the encoding function to the sub-calculi of L s,p,c,pm and L a,p,c,pm with formal templates only.
L s,m,c,no and L a,m,c,no have the same expressive power
On one hand, L a,m,c,no can be seen as a sub-language of L s,m,c,no; on the other hand, L s,m,c,no can be reasonably encoded
in L a,m,c,no, see [5,26].
5
L s,m,c,pm and L a,m,c,pm have the same expressive power
Trivially, L a,m,c,pm can be encoded in L s,m,c,pm. The converse can be proved by means of the following encoding. First,
assume the renaming policy ϕ[[ ]] that maps every name a to a triple of names that we symbolically denote aN ,a0,a1: aN
represents the ‘name’ of the channel,whereas a0 and a1 are used for synchronization purposes. Then, encode all the operators
homomorphically, except for
[[ a〈b〉.P ]]  a0〈bN〉 | a1(bN).(bN〈b0,b1〉 | [[ P ]])
[[ a(x).P ]]  a0(xN).(a1〈xN〉 | xN(x0,x1).[[ P ]])
[[ a(b).P ]]  a0(bN).(a1〈bN〉 | bN(x0,x1).[[ P ]]) for x0,x1 fresh
[[ (νa)P ]]  (ν aN ,a0,a1) [[ P ]]
[[ if a = b then P else Q ]]  if aN = bN then [[ P ]] else [[Q ]]
Notice that polyadic communications are just a shortcut: Honda and Tokoro’s [26] encoding of polyadic asynchronous
channel-based communication (without pattern matching) into monadic exchanges can be exploited here.
Intuitively, the output on a0 signals the existence of an output, that can be consumed either by (the encoding of) a formal
input or by (the encoding of) an actual input. In the ﬁrst case, the argument of the action is used to (partially) instantiate
the input variable; in the second case, the argument is used for matching purposes. The following two communications are
used to activate the continuation processes; moreover, the last one is also needed to complete the instantiation of the input
variable, when a formal input is involved. Notice the similarities between this encoding and the one in [5]; we just want to
remark that restricted channels are not needed here, thanks to pattern-matching.
To prove reasonableness of this encoding, we cannot rely on Proposition 3.3 because the encodingwe have just presented
does not satisfy (1); this will require more work for proving operational correspondence and divergence reﬂection. To this
aim, let us ﬁx a simplifying notation: A0 and A0 will denote the starting input and output of the encoding of a communication
(i.e., the transmission of bN along a0, for some a and b); A1 and A1 will denote the successive input and output (viz., along
a1); and BN and BN will denote the ﬁnal input and output (viz., along bN). To be precise, BN and BN are sequences of message
exchanges but, since they are conﬂuent, we can be sloppy on this point. Moreover, let us denote with #0 the number of
4 In [24] we proved that it enjoys full abstraction with respect to barbed congruence restricted to the translation of L s,p,d,pm-contexts; a similar result
should hold also in terms of typed barbed congruence.
5 The ﬁrst encoding also enjoys full abstraction with respect to barbed congruence restricted to translated L s,m,c,no-contexts and typed barbed
congruence, as proved in [11,41].
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synchronizations between some actions of kind A0 and A0 in a given computation; #1 and #N are deﬁned in a similar way.
The crucial lemma that will enable us to prove reasonableness now follows.
Lemma 5.1. Let [[ P ]] τ−→h Q , then:
1. Q ≡ (νu˜)( [[ P0 ]] |
∏m
i=1 Ai1.(B
i
N | [[ Pi1 ]]) |
∏m+n
j=1 B
j
N .R
j
2
| ∏mp=1 Ap1 | ∏nq=1 BqN ) where ∏nr=1 · · · denotes the parallel
composition of n processes ‘· · ·’; moreover, we let Rj
2
[[ Pj
2
]]{bN/xN} whenever BjN = bN(x0,x1) and x ∈ Fn(Pj2), and we let
R
j
2
[[ Pj
2
]], otherwise.
2. P
τ−→#0 (νv˜)(P0 |
∏m
i=1 Pi1 |
∏m+n
j=1 P
j
2
σj), for u˜ = ϕ[[ ]] (˜v); moreover, σj = {b/x}, whenever BjN = bN(x0,x1) and x ∈ Fn(Pj2), and
σj = 	, otherwise.
Proof: Let us call Q1 the sub-process
∏m
i=1, Q2 the sub-process
∏m+n
j=1 , Q3 the sub-process
∏m
p=1 and Q4 the sub-process
∏n
q=1.
Both claims are proved by induction on h. The base case (h = 0) is trivial. For the inductive case, let [[ P ]] τ−→h−1 Q ′ τ−→ Q ; by
induction,
Q ′ ≡ (νu˜)
⎛
⎝ [[ P0 ]] | m∏
i=1
Ai1.
(
B
i
N | [[ Pi1 ]]
) ∣∣∣∣∣∣
m+n∏
j=1
B
j
N .R
j
2
|
m∏
p=1
A
p
1 |
n∏
q=1
B
q
N
⎞
⎠
Moreover, P
τ−→k (νv˜)(P0 |
∏m
i=1 Pi1 |
∏m+n
j=1 P
j
2
σj), where k is #0 referred to the computation [[ P ]] τ−→h−1 Q ′. We consider
all the possible ways in which Q ′ τ−→ Q can be generated.
1. It is generatedby [[ P0 ]]: this ispossibleonly if it is a synchronizationbetweensomeA0 andA0; thus, [[ P0 ]] ≡ [[ P′0 ]] | [[ a〈b〉.P3 ]]| [[ a(T).P4 ]], for some T matching against b. Then,
Q ≡ (νu˜)
⎛
⎝ [[ P′0 ]] |
m+1∏
i=1
Ai1.
(
B
i
N | [[ Pi1 ]]
) ∣∣∣∣∣∣
m+1+n∏
j=1
B
j
N .R
j
2
|
m+1∏
p=1
A
p
1 |
n∏
q=1
B
q
N
⎞
⎠
where the (m+ 1)-th component of Q1 is a1(bN).(bN〈b0,b1〉 | [[ P3 ]]), the (m+ 1)-th component of Q3 is a1〈bN〉 and the
(m+ 1+ n)-th component of Q2 is bN(x0,x1).Rm+1+n2 , with Rm+1+n2 = [[ P4 ]] if T = b and Rm+1+n2 = [[ P4 ]]{bN/xN} if T = x.
Then,
P
τ−→k (νv˜)
⎛
⎝P0 | m∏
i=1
Pi1 |
m+n∏
j=1
P
j
2
σj
⎞
⎠ τ−→ (νv˜)
⎛
⎝P′0 | P3 | P4σ |
m∏
i=1
Pi1 |
m+n∏
j=1
P
j
2
σj
⎞
⎠
for σ = Match(T; b); moreover, k + 1 is #0 in the computation [[ P ]] τ−→h Q .
2. It is a synchronization between Q1 and Q3: in this case,
Q ≡ (νu˜)
⎛
⎝ [[ P0 ]] | [[ Pm1 ]] |
m−1∏
i=1
Ai1.
(
B
i
N | [[ Pi1 ]]
) ∣∣∣∣∣∣
m+n∏
j=1
B
j
N .R
j
2
∣∣∣∣∣∣
m−1∏
p=1
A
p
1
∣∣∣∣∣∣
n+1∏
q=1
B
q
N
⎞
⎠
where the (n+ 1)-th component of Q4 is BmN and the ﬁrst claim holds because n+m = (n+ 1) + (m− 1). The second
claim, holds by inductive hypothesis and by the fact that k is #0 in the computation [[ P ]] τ−→h Q .
3. It is a synchronization between Q2 and Q4: this case is similar to the previous one; just notice that now
Q ≡ (νu˜)
⎛
⎝ [[ P0 ]] | R | m∏
i=1
Ai1.
(
B
i
N | [[ Pi1 ]]
) ∣∣∣∣∣∣
m+n−1∏
j=1
B
j
N .R
j
2
∣∣∣∣∣∣
m∏
p=1
A
p
1
∣∣∣∣∣∣
n−1∏
q=1
B
q
N
⎞
⎠
where R is [[ Pm+n
2
{b/x} ]], if Rm+n
2
= [[ Pm+n
2
]]{bN/xN}, and is [[ Pm+n2 ]], otherwise.
4. It is a synchronization between Q3 and [[ P0 ]]: in this case, [[ P0 ]] exhibits at top-level the encoding of an output involving
the same names (both of the channel and of the argument) as some of the A1 in Q3; correspondingly, there must be a
component inQ2 startingwith a formal input over the argumentname.Moreover, such anA1 belongs toQ3 because it com-
municatedwith someoutputwith the samenames. Thus, [[ P0 ]] ≡ [[ P′0 ]] | [[ am〈bm〉.Pˆ ]],Q1 ≡ am1 (bmN).(bmN 〈bm0 ,bm1 〉 | [[ Pm1 ]]) |∏m−1
i=1 A
i
1
.(B
i
N | [[ Pi1 ]]), Q2 ≡ bm+nN (xm+n0 ,xm+n1 ).Rm+n2 |
∏m+n−1
j=1 B
j
N .R
j
2
and Q3 ≡ am1 〈bmN 〉 |
∏m−1
p=1 A
p
1. Now,
Q ≡ (νu˜)
⎛
⎝ [[ P′0 | Pˆ | am〈bm〉.Pm1 ]] |
m−1∏
i=1
Ai1.
⎛
⎝BiN
∣∣∣∣∣∣ [[ Pi1 ]]
⎞
⎠
∣∣∣∣∣∣
m+n∏
j=1
B
j
N .R
j
2
∣∣∣∣∣∣
m−1∏
p=1
A
p
1
∣∣∣∣∣∣
n+1∏
q=1
B
q
N
⎞
⎠
Indeed, theam
0
〈bmN 〉 left by [[ am〈bm〉.Pˆ ]]after the synchronization canbe joinedwitham1 (bmN).(bmN 〈bm0 ,bm1 〉 | [[ Pm1 ]]) to restore
the encoding of am〈bm〉.Pm
1
; moreover, [[ Pˆ ]] is unleashed and the associated output bmN 〈bm0 ,bm1 〉 becomes the (n+ 1)-th
component of Q4.
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Concerning the second claim, we have that the (m+ n)-th component of Q2 came from an input am(T).Pm+n2 , for some
T such that Match(T; b) = σm+n and Rm+n2 = Pm+n2 , if T = b, while Rm+n2 = Pm+n2 {bN/xN}, if T = x. Thus, we have that
P
τ−→k1 (νv˜′)(am〈bm〉.Pm
1
| am(T).Pm+n
2
| P′) τ−→k2 (νv˜)(P0 |
∏m
i=1 Pi1 |
∏m+n
j=1 P
j
2
σj), for k = k1 + k2. Now, notice that both
[[ Pm
1
]] and Rm+n
2
are blocked in Q and, thus, they cannot contribute to [[ P ]] =⇒ Q ; thus,
P
τ−→k−1 (νv˜)(am〈bm〉.Pm
1
| am〈bm〉.Pˆ | am(T).Pm+n
2
| P′
0
| ∏m−1i=1 Pi1 | ∏m+n−1j=1 Pj2σj)
τ−→ (νv˜)(am〈bm〉.Pm
1
| Pˆ | Pm+n
2
σm+n | P′0 |
∏m−1
i=1 P
i
1
| ∏m+n−1j=1 Pj2σj)
≡ (νv˜)(P′
0
| Pˆ | am〈bm〉.Pm
1
| | ∏m−1i=1 Pi1 | ∏m+nj=1 Pj2σj)
and we can conclude because k is #0 also in the computation [[ P ]] =⇒ Q . 
Proposition 5.2. The encoding [[ · ]] : L s,m,c,pm −→ L a,m,c,pm is reasonable.
Proof:Deﬁnition3.2(4b) is acorollaryof Lemma5.1. Indeed, [[ P ]] =⇒ Q implies, byLemma5.1(1), thatQ ≡ (νu˜)( [[ P0 ]] |
∏m
i=1 Ai1.
(B
i
N |[[ Pi1 ]]) |
∏m+n
j=1 B
j
N .R
j
2
| ∏mp=1 Ap1 | ∏nq=1 BqN ); thus,Q =⇒ (νu˜)( [[ P0 ]] | ∏mi=1[[ Pi1 ]] | ∏m+nj=1 [[ Pj2σj ]])[[ (νv˜)(P0 | ∏mi=1 Pi1 | ∏m+nj=1
P
j
2
σj) ]] and the claim holds because of Lemma 5.1(2).
Let us now prove that the encoding does not introduce divergence; the remaining reasonableness requirements can be
routinely proved. Assume that [[ P ]] diverges. By deﬁnition, [[ P ]] must perform an inﬁnite computation and, hence, #0 is
inﬁnite; indeed, by construction of the encoding, in every given computation it holds that #0  #1 and #0  #N . By Lemma
5.1(2), also P diverges. 
5.2. When synchrony matters
L s,m,d,no is more expressive than L a,m,d,no
Trivially, L a,m,d,no can be encoded in L s,m,d,no. The converse is impossible, as a corollary of Theorem 5.3 later on.
L s,m,d,pm is more expressive than L a,m,d,pm
Trivially, L a,m,d,pm can be encoded in L s,m,d,pm. The converse is impossible, as a corollary of Theorem 5.3 later on.
L s,p,d,no is more expressive than L a,p,d,no
Trivially, L a,p,d,no can be encoded in L s,p,d,no. The converse is impossible, as a corollary of Theorem 5.6 later on.
5.3. Completing the hierarchy
We still need a few results to properly place all the asynchronous primitives in the hierarchy; such results are needed to
properlymerge Figs. 2 and 3 and obtain the picture in Fig. 1. Mainly, we prove that the hierarchy has a single bottom element
(viz. L a,m,d,no) and that L a,m,d,pm cannot be compared with both L a,p,d,no and L s,m,d,no.
L a,m,d,pm and L a,p,d,no are more expressive than L a,m,d,no
This fact can be proved like in the synchronous case: in those proofs, synchrony of L s,m,d,pm and L s,p,d,no does not play
any role.
L a,m,d,pm and L a,p,d,no are incomparable
The impossibility for a reasonable encoding both of L a,m,d,pm in L a,p,d,no and of L a,p,d,no in L a,m,d,pm can be proved
similarly to Theorems 4.7 and 4.8, where synchrony played no role.
L a,m,d,pm and L s,m,d,no are incomparable
The impossibility for a reasonable encoding of L a,m,d,pm in L s,m,d,no is proved similarly to Theorem 4.9. The converse is
proved via the following Theorem.
Theorem 5.3. There exists no reasonable encoding of L s,m,d,no in L a,m,d,pm.
Proof: The proof is somewhat similar to the proof of Theorem 4.5. Consider the processes P(x).P′ and Q〈a〉.Q ′, for a 
∈
Fn(P′). By Proposition 3.5, [[ P ]] and [[Q ]]must communicate; this entails that C | [_ 1; _ 2], the context used to compositionally
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translate the parallel composition operator, must be structurally equivalent to (νn˜)(_ 1 | _ 2 | Pˆ). Now, let [[ P ]] | Pˆ ρ=⇒ R and
[[Q ]] ρ=⇒ R′, for (νn˜,˜k)(R | R′)  [[ P′{a/x} | Q ′ ]] and k˜ = Bn(ρ,ρ).
First of all, ρ contains label ?a′, for at least one a′ ∈ ϕ[[ ]](a), and this input must come from a formal template. Like in the
proof of Theorem 4.5, we assume, for the sake of simplicity, that |ϕ[[ ]](·)| = 1 and let ϕ[[ ]](a) = a′. Let us consider the ﬁrst input
in ρ, say ?m (at least one is present); so, let
ρ = ρ1·?m · ρ2
with ρ1 made up of output labels only. Let us consider P
′if x /= b then , for b /= a and m 
∈ ϕ[[ ]](b), and let us isolate two
sub-cases.
1. ρ1 /= 	. In this case, ?m cannot rely on a formal template (thus, m 
∈ ϕ[[ ]](a)) and m 
∈ N(ρ1) otherwise, by Proposition
2.1(1,3), [[ P ]] τ−→ . Let ρ = ρ1·!m · ρ2, for m 
∈ Bn(ρ1), and ρ = ρ3·?a′ · ρ4, with a′ 
∈ N(ρ3); consequently, ρ can be also
decomposed as ρ3·!a′ · ρ4. Let h be the number of ?a′ occurring in ρ4 and ρ4.
Now, let Q ′0 and consider the process obtained by putting h+ 2 copies of P | Q {b/a} in parallel; clearly, it does not
diverge, whereas its encoding does. Indeed:
• synchronize ρ3 with ρ3 in the ﬁrst copy of [[ P | Q {b/a} ]];
• synchronize ρ1 with ρ1 in the remaining copies of [[ P | Q {b/a} ]];
• synchronize the !m action from the second copy of [[Q {b/a} ]] with the (formal) input action from the ﬁrst copy of [[ P ]]
(this has the effect of usingm in place of a′ within [[ P′ ]]);
• synchronize ρ4 with ρ4 in the ﬁrst copy of [[ P | Q {b/a} ]], except for the ?m actions not present in ρ4 and ρ4 (these are
at most h), that are instead synchronized with the !m action from one of the remaining h copies of [[Q {b/a} ]].
This strategy generates a process with a parallel component barbed congruent to [[ if a /= b then  ]]{m/a′}, that diverges.
2. ρ1 = 	. If ?m is actual, we work like in case 1 above, but with the process obtained by putting P in parallel with h+ 2
copies of Q {b/a}. So, ?m relies on a formal input. Then, notice that ρ cannot contain output labels only, otherwise [[Q ]] ⇑
by letting Q ′ (indeed, if [[Q ]] ρ=⇒ τ−→ω , then, by Proposition 2.1(3), [[Q ]] τ−→ω). Let ?n be the ﬁrst input in ρ; thus,
ρ =?m · ρ5·!n · ρ6
where n 
∈ Fn(ρ5) ∪ {m} and n cannot be restricted, otherwise the input in ρ would have been formal and, thus, [[Q ]] τ−→ .
We then work like in case 1 above, with h+ 2 copies of P | Q {b/a} in parallel; just notice that now we use n in place ofm
and all the needed !n actions are taken from the h+ 1 copies of [[ P ]]. 
L a,p,d,no and L s,m,d,no are incomparable
Impossibility for a reasonable encoding of L a,p,d,no in L s,m,d,no can be proved like in Theorem 4.9, where synchrony does
not play any role. The converse is also impossible, as proved in Theorem5.6; to prove such a result, we need a fewpreliminary
facts.
Lemma 5.4. Let [[ · ]] be a reasonable encodingwith target L a,p,d,no; then, C|[_ 1; _ 2], the context used to compositionally translate
parallel composition, is barbed congruent to (νn˜)(_ 1 | _ 2).
Proof: By compositionality and Proposition 3.5, it holds that C|[_ 1; _ 2] ≡ (νn˜)(_ 1 | _ 2 | Pˆ), for some Pˆ. It sufﬁces to prove that
(νn˜)Pˆ  0; if it were not the case, then [[0 | 0 ]] ⇓, in contradiction with reasonableness. 
Lemma 5.5. Let [[ · ]] be a reasonable encoding with target L a,p,d,no; then, P τ−→ implies that [[ P ]] τ−→ .
Proof: First of all, notice that in L a,p,d,no it holds that Cop[_ ] 
⇓, for every op, otherwise [[ op(0) ]] ⇓. This implies that, whenever
Cop[R] τ−→ , itmust be thatR τ−→ : indeed, it cannot be thatCop[_ ] τ−→ nor thatCop[_ ] andR communicate, otherwise in L a,p,d,no
this would imply that Cop[_ ] ⇓.
Now, let P
τ−→ ; then, *P ⇑ and, hence, [[ *P ]] ⇑. Thus, [[ *P ]] τ−→ and this implies that [[ P ]] τ−→ , because [[ *P ]]
C*[[[ P ]]]. 
Theorem 5.6. There exists no reasonable encoding of L s,m,d,no in L a,p,d,no.
Proof: Consider [[ 〈a〉.P | (x).Q ]]; because of Lemma 5.4 and operational correspondence, [[ 〈a〉.P | (x).Q ]]  (νn˜)([[ 〈a〉.P ]] |
[[ (x).Q ]]) =⇒ [[ P |Q {a/x} ]]  (νn˜)([[ P ]] | [[Q {a/x} ]]); this can only happen if [[ 〈a〉.P ]] φ1·...·φt=====⇒  [[ P ]] | S1 and [[ (x).Q ]] φ¯1·...·φ¯t=====⇒ 
[[Q {a/x} ]] |S2, for some S1 and S2 such that (ν Bn(φ1, . . . ,φt ,φ¯1, . . . ,φ¯t))(S1 | S2)  0; in L a,p,d,no this entails that S1  0 and S2  0.
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Notice that theremust be at least one i ∈ {1, . . . ,t} such thatφi is an input action otherwise, by letting P(x).if x = a then,
we would have that [[ 〈a〉.P ]] φ1·...·φt=====⇒  [[ P ]] φ¯1·...·φ¯t=====⇒  [[ ]] that, by Proposition 2.1(3), would imply [[ 〈a〉.P ]] ⇑. Let φi the
ﬁrst input label and let φi =?m˜. Thus, we have that
C〈a〉[[[ P ]]] φ1·...·φi−1======⇒ C1[[[ P ]]] ?m˜−−→ C2[[[ P ]]]{m˜/˜y} φi+1·...·φt======⇒  [[ P ]]
where C1[_ ] ≡ (˜y).K1 | K2 for some K1 and K2 such that exactly one of them is a context and the other one is a process.
Symmetrically,
C(x)[[[Q ]]] φ¯1·...·φ¯i−1======⇒ D1[[[Q ]]σ ] (νh˜)!m˜−−−−→ D2[[[Q ]]σ ] φ¯i+1·...·φ¯t======⇒  [[Q {a/x} ]]
for some substitution σ . Notice that, because of asynchrony, D1[_ ] ≡ (νh˜)(〈m˜〉 | D2[_ ]).
Now, consider [[ 〈b〉.P | (x).Q ]]; by name invariance, we have that
C〈b〉[[[ P ]]]
φ′
1
·...·φ′
i−1======⇒ C′1[[[ P ]]]
?m˜′−−→ C′2[[[ P ]]]{m˜
′
/˜y} φ
′
i+1·...·φ′t======⇒  [[ P ]]
C(x)[[[Q ]]]
φ¯′
1
·...·φ¯′
i−1======⇒ D′1[[[Q ]]σ ′]
(νh˜)!m˜′−−−−−→ D′2[[[Q ]]σ ′]
φ¯′
i+1·...·φ¯′t======⇒  [[Q {b/x} ]]
where here and in what follows the ‘primed’ items denote the corresponding ‘non-primed’ items after the substitution of
ϕ[[ ]](b) for ϕ[[ ]](a).
Let us now write φ1 · . . . · φt as ρ0·?˜n1 · . . . · ρk−1·?˜nk · ρk , where ρi is either ε or it only contains output labels, for every i.
If it were that C〈a〉[[[ P ]]]
ρ0·?˜n′1·...·ρk−1·?˜n′k ·ρk=============⇒  [[ P ]], then
k
[[ 〈a〉.(x).if x = a then  |
︷ ︸︸ ︷
(〈b〉 | (x)) | . . . | (〈b〉 | (x)) ]]
would diverge. Indeed, the i-th copy of 〈b〉 | (x) could be used to output n˜′
i
that is consumed by [[ 〈a〉.(x).if x = a then  ]];
this unleashes [[ (x).if x = a then  ]]without consuming any of the data produced by C〈a〉[_ ]. Thus, [[ (x).if x = a then  ]] can
consume all such data and reduce to a process with a component barbed equivalent to [[ if a = a then  ]]. Thus, there must
be a j such that the process obtained after ?˜n′
j
is not equivalent to the process obtained after ?˜nj; for the sake of simplicity,
let us assume that j = 1, i.e., the ﬁrst input can change the behaviour of C〈a〉[[[ P ]]] (maybe, because of a name matching).
Let us now consider 〈a〉 | 〈b〉 | (x) and the computation
[[ 〈a〉 | 〈b〉 | (x) ]] τ=⇒ [OUT1 | . . . | OUTi−1 | C2 {˜n′1/˜y} | C′1 | D′2]R
where [. . .] denotes a process with some top-level restricted names, OUTj denotes the output process that generates φj and
a context without argument denotes a context ﬁlled with [[0 ]]. By operational correspondence, it must be that R =⇒  [[ Pr ]],
for r ∈ {1,2}, P1〈a〉 and P2〈b〉; indeed, it cannot be that R =⇒  [[ 〈a〉 | 〈b〉 | (x) ]] otherwise the encoding would introduce
divergence. We now prove that both the cases mentioned above contradict reasonableness.
1. If R =⇒  [[ 〈a〉 ]], then C1 must be restored and C′1 | D′2 must be consumed. To this aim (recall that C′1[_ ] ≡ (˜y).K ′1 | K ′2),
we have that C2 {˜n′1/˜y} | D′2
θ1==⇒ H1, K ′2
θ¯1==⇒ K ′
3
, H1 | K ′3
!˜v−→ H2 | K ′4, H2
θ2==⇒  C1 and K ′1 {˜v/˜y} | K ′4
θ¯2==⇒  0. We can assume
that θ1 · θ2 contain at least one input label, otherwise C2 {˜n′1/˜y} | D′2 | K ′2 =⇒  C1 {˜v/˜y} | OUT(θ2), where OUT(θ2) are the
output processes that produce θ2; then, C1 {˜v/˜y} | OUT(θ2) must produce an output of length |˜y|. This cannot be repeated
indeﬁnitely, otherwise the encoding would introduce divergence; thus, we must reach a process which produces an
output of length |˜y| that cannot be consumed anymore by C1; this can happen only if C1 is activated after a blocking input
action. Let us consider the case in which the ﬁrst input is in θ1 or in θ2.
• Let θ1 = θ3·?˜k · θ4, for θ3 with output labels only. Let us consider the computation C2 {˜n′1/˜y} | D′2 =⇒ H | OUT(θ3)Hˆ
τ−→/ ;
at least one must exist, because of the blocking input ?˜k and of divergence reﬂection. Let us now consider process
〈a〉 | (x) | 〈b〉 | (x) and the following computation:
[[ 〈a〉 | (x) | 〈b〉 | (x) ]] =⇒ [C2 {˜n′1/˜y} | D′2 | C′2 {˜n1/˜y} | D2] =⇒ [Hˆ | Hˆ′]
Now, Hˆ | Hˆ′ cannot reduce: by construction, Hˆ τ−→/ and Hˆ′ τ−→/ ;moreover, Hˆ cannot communicatewith Hˆ′, otherwise both
Hˆ and Hˆ′ could reduce. By operational correspondence, [Hˆ | Hˆ′] should be barbed congruent to the encoding of some
reduct of 〈a〉 | (x) | 〈b〉 | (x), but this is not possible: because of Lemma 5.5, it cannot be equivalent to [[ 〈a〉 | (x) | 〈b〉 | (x) ]],
[[ 〈a〉 | (x) ]] and [[ 〈b〉 | (x) ]]; by faithfulness, it cannot be equivalent to [[0 ]] because [Hˆ | Hˆ′] ⇓ (it at least performs two
input actions, viz. ?˜k and ?˜k′).
• Let θ2 = θ3·?˜k · θ4, for θ1 · θ3 withoutput labelsonly. This case is similar to thepreviousone,with HˆH |OUT(θ1 · θ3) | 〈˜v〉,
if H1
!˜v−→ , and HˆH | OUT(θ1 · θ3), otherwise.
2. If R =⇒  [[ 〈b〉 ]], notice that n˜′
1
only depends on OUT ′
1
, . . . ,OUT ′
i−1; hence, the fact that C2 {˜n
′
1/˜y} behaves differently from
C2 {˜n1/˜y} implies that there exists at least one j ∈ {1, . . . ,i − 1} such thatOUTj /= OUT ′j . Thus, R =⇒  [[ 〈b〉 ]] implies that there
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must be some OUTj that is turned into OUT
′
j
, i.e., C2 {˜n′1/˜y} | D′2
φ¯j=⇒ , where φ¯j corresponds to the ﬁrst OUTj that is turned
into OUT ′
j
. Let us now consider C2 {˜n′1/˜y} | D′2 =⇒ Hˆ
φ¯j−→ , for Hˆ τ−→/ and the computation
[[ 〈a〉 | (x) | 〈b〉 | (x) ]] =⇒ [C2 {˜n′1/˜y} | D′2 | C′2 {˜n1/˜y} | D2] =⇒ [Hˆ | Hˆ′]
Like in case 1 above, this sufﬁces to violate operational correspondence. 
6. Conclusions and related work
We have studied the expressive power of 16 communication primitives, arising from the combination of four features:
synchronism, arityofdata, communicationmediumandpresenceofpattern-matching. By relyingonpossibility/impossibility
of ‘reasonable’ encodings, we obtained a clear hierarchy of communication primitives. Notably, Linda’s communication
paradigm [22] is at the top of this hierarchy, whereas the π-calculus is in themiddle. A posteriori, this can justify the fact that
the former one is usually exploited in actual programming languages [3,20], where ﬂexibility and expressive power are the
driving issues,whereas the latter one ismostlyused for theoretical reasoning.Of course, the step that comesafter this theoret-
ical approach is thestudyofmoreconcrete languages,maybebyencoding theminoneof the languagespresented in thispaper.
6.1. Related work
Oneof thepioneeringworks in the studyof communicationprimitives for distributed systems is [25]. There, the expressive
power of several “classical" primitives (like test-and-set, compare-and-swap, ...) is studied by associating to every primitive
the highest number of parallel processes that can reach a distributed consensus with that primitive, under conditions quite
similar to our Deﬁnition 3.2. It then follows that a primitive with number n is less expressive than every primitive with
number m (> n): the latter one can solve a problem (i.e., the consensus among m processes) that the former one cannot
reasonably solve. This idea is also exploited in [35] to assess the expressive power of the non-deterministic choice in the
π-calculus and in [39] to evaluate the expressiveness of Mobile Ambients.
In [16], the notion of relative expressive power is used to compare different programming languages. In particular, a simple
class of three concurrent constraint languages is studied and organized in a strict hierarchy. The languages have guarded
constructs and only differ in the features offered by the guards: a guard is always passed in the least expressive language;
a guard is passed only if a given constraint is satisﬁed by the current knowledge; ﬁnally, a guard is passed only if a new
constraint, that must be atomically added to the knowledge, is consistent with the current knowledge. Roughly, the last kind
of guards can be related to the pattern-matching construct of our languages, for the possibility of atomically testing and
modifying the environment; in both cases, this feature sensibly increases the expressiveness of the language.
By theway, the form of pattern-matching considered here is veryminimal: only the equality of names can be testedwhile
retrieving a datum. However, other forms of pattern-matching can be exploited (e.g., those described in [18]), to have more
and more ﬂexible formalisms; some proposals have been investigated from the expressiveness point of view in [49].
Another form of atomic polyadic name matching is presented in [13], but with a different approach with respect to ours.
In our L_ ,p,_ ,pm, the tuple of names to be matched is in the transmitted/received value (by using a standard π-calculus
terminology, the tuple is in the ‘object’ part of an output/input); on the contrary, [13] exploit composite channel names that
must all be matched to enable a communication (thus, the tuple is in the ‘subject’ part of the output/input). This feature
enables a nice modeling of distributed and cryptographic process calculi; nevertheless, our Linda-like pattern-matching is
stronger, since the possibility of using formal and actual templates together provides a more ﬂexible form of input actions
(that can easily encode the ones in [13]).
Finally, in [8] three different semantics for asynchronous languages are studied in the setting of a simple Linda-based
process calculus: instantaneous output (an output preﬁx immediately unleashes the corresponding tuple in the dataspace),
ordered output (a reduction is needed to turn an output preﬁx into the corresponding tuple in the dataspace) and unordered
output (two reductions are needed to turn an output into an available tuple, i.e., one to send the tuple to the dataspace and
another one to make the tuple available in the dataspace). In [8,9] it is proved that the semantics can be strictly ordered
according to their expressive power, with the instantaneous semantics being the most expressive one and the unordered
semantics being the least expressive one (actually, the latter semantics entails a language which is not Turing complete).
According to this terminology, the semanticswe used in this paper for the asynchronous languages is instantaneous; itwould
be interesting to discover whether our results still hold also under different semantics or not.
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